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As surprising as it may be to parents, young people today are immersed in porn culture everywhere

they look. Through Internet porn, gaming, social media, marketing, and advertising, kids today have

a much broader view of social and sexual possibilities, which makes it difficult for them to establish

appropriate expectations or to feel adequate in their own sexuality.Â  Even more important, no one

is talking to kids directly about the problem. Parents tend to convince themselves that their children

are immune to cultural influences, wait until it comes up, or hope schools and pediatricians will

address the issues. Educators and doctors may be able to start the conversation but it is

fundamentally a parent's job to provide information about sex and relationships early and often to

help young people find their way through their social and sexual lives. Delaying the necessary but

awkward conversations with their kids leaves them vulnerable. The media, marketers, and porn and

gaming industries are eager to step in anywhere parents choose to hold back. Sexploitation

exposes the truth to parents, kids, educators, and the medical profession about the seen and

unseen influences affecting children, inspiring parents to take the role as the primary sexuality

educator. With more information, parents will gain conviction to discuss and develop values,

expectations, boundaries, and rules with their kids. Kids who enter their teens with accurate

information and truths stand a better chance of developing an "inner compass" when it comes to sex

and relationships, which sets them up for a healthy adulthood.Â  In her comic and straightforward

style, Pierce brings together the latest research with anecdotal stories shared with her by high

school and college students in the thick of it. Above all else, her goal is to get people to develop

more comfort around those difficult conversations so that kids gain more confidence and courage

about drawing boundaries based on their own values not those put upon them.
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Sexploitation by Cindy Pierce is a highly recommended look at how the current generation of young

people is influenced by the porn culture surrounding them. Teens, as well as much younger

children, today have a vast amount of junk/porn grabbing for their attention via the internet and

social media. The overriding problem is that in this hyper-connected age in which we live our

children are often failing to establish a healthy, well-grounded view of sex and relationships.The

book has the following chapters: 1. Inner Compass; 2. Umplugging; 3. Porn Culture: 4. Sexuality

Education for Young Kids; 5. Sexuality Education for Older Kids and teens; 6. Worthy Girls; 7.

Empowering Girls; 8. Worthy Boys; 9. Setting Boys Free; 10. A Hookup Culture Fueled by Alcohol;

11. Moving Beyond Hookups. This is followed by a conclusion, and much to my delight, references,

and an index.Pierce points out that "Unfortunately, the number and type of influences young people

are managing in the digital age make it more challenging for them to listen to their inner compass.

Many young people have a hard time making the distinction between what they value and what they

think they should value, based on what they see online and in social media." All of us are

complicated, multidimensional beings with flaws. One of the problems is that the prevalence of

social media as a way for kids to communicate with each other presents them with a bad venue for

an accurate portrayal. Parents make a horrible mistake when they surrender to their kids obsession

with screen time. It was pointed out that teens should think of what they "put out online as a tattoo. It

is that permanent." Wise advice for everyone.
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